Blatant British Plots Now Exposed at the
U.N., and on Capitol Hill
August 30, 2018—The U.N. Security Council session on
Syria Aug. 28 became a world platform for yet another
round of lies by British spokesmen to cover for their pending staging of a false flag case chemical weapons attack in
Syria, to provoke a counterattack by the U.S., France, and
Britain. This carries the result of not merely busting up
potential positive relations between the U.S. and Russia
and among major powers, but the risk of all-out nuclear
war.
The whole, blatant operation--a rerun of two other
staged false flag chemical weapons incidents and counter-strikes in Syria, is out in the open now, and is a call
to mobilize against the perpetrators--the core of the expiring British geopolitical system. The circles responsible
are also the very same ones conducting the "Russia-Gate"
coup-assault against the U.S. Presidency and nation; their
subversion is more blatant each day.
At the U.N., British Ambassador Karen Pierce went
berserk yesterday in response to information released
this week by Russian authorities, who identified British secret services and the White Helmets as involved in
stealth pre-staging of chlorine, video, and other elements
of what is to be another CW incident blamed on Damascus. Pierce dismissed the Russian revelations as a "density of fake news," and denounced Russia for being "more
egregious" than ever for daring to make such specific
charges. She said, "We have no information about chlorine being delivered and therefore, if the Russian Ministry
does have that, the most probable explanation is that it is
a pre-emptive attempt to set the agenda and the narrative
for an appalling attack to come." She repeated, at another
point, that Russian information is "a smokescreen for a
possible impending attack by the Syrian regime, once
again against its own people in Idlib."
This is evil madness. It is a further call to action for citizens to put a stop to the lies and killing. With the stakes
being global showdown and the risk of nuclear war, there
is no room for anyone to think "someone else will do the
job" and save the day. The drag factor, as always, is not
more "information," but more guts.
Yesterday, Independent candidate for Congress in
Texas (C.D. 9), Kesha Rogers, issued the statement, "The
World Must Unite To Stop the British False Flag Chemical Attack in Syria," calling on "all citizens to act now to
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demand an end to the British lies. President Trump must
not fall into the trap being set for him." Providing a link
to her video statement from April this year, exposing
the "chemical weapons hoax used in the last instance of
pressuring President Trump into a reckless conflict with
Russia in Syria," Rogers urges people: "Enough of the lies!
Call the White House and tell him, it's a trap! Shut down
the British drive for nuclear war once and for all. Call the
White House switchboard..."
On the Russia-Gate track, the situation is primed for
bust-up. Two points stand out about yesterday's closeddoor joint Congressional Committee hearing, which took
testimony from Bruce Ohr, the senior Justice Department
official who illicitly, directly collaborated with British intelligence operative Christopher Steele against the President. First, it is reported (by the usually competent investigative journalist John Solomon) that the Congressmen
were informed that Special Counsel Robert Mueller conspicuously has never questioned Ohr, nor his co-conspirator wife, Nellie! Second, Rep. John Ratcliffe (R-Texas) is
now strenuously pointing out that the next step from yesterday's on-record Bruce Ohr testimony, is for it to go to
Utah U.S. Attorney John Huber, who is collaborating with
DOJ Inspector General Michael Horowitz in investigating
DOJ and FBI surveillance abuse. Ratcliffe, himself, is a former Federal prosecutor and law professor. The message
from yesterday's hearing is clear: the law enforcers became the lawbreakers. Jail them!
In dramatic contrast to this dangerous mess, the momentum is building for grand results from the upcoming
Forum for China-Africa Cooperation (FOCAC.) Each day,
many African heads of state are arriving in Beijing, for activities in advance of the Sept. 3-4 formal sessions. Then,
only two weeks afterwards, the U.N. General Assembly
will convene in Manhattan, with dozens of world leaders
who will now be actively part of a new world outlook of
development. The Chinese Ambassador to FOCAC Affairs,
Zhou Yuxiao, said this week that a key aspect to watch, is
the combined impact of the Belt and Road Initiative, along
with the U.N. Agenda2030, and Africa2063 (the 50-year
continental development plan announced in 2013). Zhou
spoke of the significance of the outcome of the FOCAC
gathering as likened to a "twin-engined" driver: the BRI
and FOCAC. The shared future for humanity looks bright.
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